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FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS
Leadership Institute graduates train to
win in a changing world

Dear Friend,
You and I must not lose our nerve.
What we do right now is crucial to keep
America free.
The left shows us they will exploit any
crisis to push for big-government power
grabs. They would transform America
into something grotesque and tyrannical.
That’s why you and I must create the
champions who will uphold our founding,
constitutional principles in November —
and for years to come.

Using technology today
to preserve America
tomorrow
Thanks to your support, your Leadership
Institute immediately adapted our trainings
when the virus shut down our in-person
training programs in March. My staff
took the opportunity to convert all of our
programs to an online format so students,
activists, and leaders can receive the
training they require.

Senator Marco Rubio, Ambassador Nikki Haley, author Ann Coulter, and Congressman Dan
Crenshaw joined the Leadership Institute for a series of online townhalls. Students who attended
the events received teaching, tips, and wisdom from these outspoken conservative leaders.

As social-distancing restrictions lift, your Leadership Institute will
schedule in-person training programs again. In the meantime, my team
conducts a busy schedule of online trainings this summer.
In recent weeks, conservative students joined the Leadership Institute
online for our series of townhalls featuring such energizing and inspiring
leaders as Congressman Dan Crenshaw — a graduate of seven Leadership
Institute schools, Senator Marco Rubio, Nikki Haley — former governor
and U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, and conservative author Ann
Coulter.
On the next page, you’ll see how you help me provide conservatives
with the training and education to preserve a free and prosperous America.
Candidates and campaigners learn how to navigate the new rules and
regulations of social-distanced elections. The training you sponsor
will help them throughout their lives for every conservative cause they
support.
On pages 4-5, you’ll read about Gabriel Nadales — a young man who
turned from being an indoctrinated liberal — and a member of Antifa —

to become a dedicated champion of the principles of liberty.

You and I will preserve freedom and
prosperity in America
Friend, I’ve lived through some chaotic times in America, as have you.
We must not lose our heads or become discouraged. You have helped so
many conservative students, activists, and leaders with the Leadership
Institute training to uphold everything you and I hold dear. That gives me
much hope.
Thank you for your vital role to preserve the America you and I love so
much — one of freedom and prosperity for all.
				Cordially,

				Morton C. Blackwell
				President, Leadership Institute
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NEW CHALLENGES, NEW TRAININGS

LI’s workshops provide conservatives
with the tools for victory
Today, leftists viciously exploit crises and generate civil unrest to
grab more power. Americans are in danger of losing our freedoms to the
tyranny of the far left.
But the Leadership Institute and its supporters stand up for America’s
future. Every day, the Leadership Institute recruits, trains, and inspires
freedom-loving conservative youth and future leaders to defend America.
And with the stakes so high in a year full of challenges, the LI team has
adapted trainings to propel conservatives across the finish line to victory.
When the nationwide shutdown in response to the Red Chinese
coronavirus stopped the Institute from hosting in-person training
programs in Arlington, Virginia and across the country, the Leadership
Institute team did not miss a beat. LI staff immediately converted all of
LI’s premiere trainings and events to an online format.
Now conservatives everywhere can take LI training right in their
own homes and learn the same skills they would in LI classrooms.
LI’s online workshops teach the practical information expected from
Leadership Institute training: the specifics on how to win, even in
difficult circumstances.
With social-distancing laws in place, the ways to win campaigns
and conduct effective activism changed suddenly. The LI team worked
quickly to update the Leadership Institute’s training schools to include
techniques on how to reach and mobilize voters during a time of
restricted movement and physical distancing. Conservative leaders and
activists must learn these crucial lessons in order to win this November.
In 2020, LI has trained 2,733 graduates in 125 online training schools.

Senator Rubio speaks with U. of Northern Iowa student Tanner
Richards. A steadfast anti-communist, the senator said the 21st
century will be defined by how the United States tackles the
growing threat from China.

Winning strategies for the compressed
campaign season
With the 2020 elections quickly approaching, the Leadership Institute
pulls out all the stops to prepare candidates for the final stretch in a
compressed campaign season. LI’s “nuts-and-bolts” training often makes
the difference for conservative candidates and campaigners to achieve
victory. And LI’s grassroots team developed special online campaign
trainings such as:
l

l

l

College of Charleston student Charlotte Townsend asks Ambassador
Haley about protecting free speech on college campuses. Nikki
Haley praised LI’s Campus Reform investigative efforts: “Campus
Reform does great work, and at a time when we really need it.
Seeing the work they do on different campuses — but more than
that, uniting young people to understand they’re not alone —
is the reason why I’ll continue to be a huge fan of Campus Reform.”
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Candidate Development Workshop, which jumpstarts
candidate preparation. New candidates learn the steps to take
now to ensure a successful campaign over the next several
weeks.
Prepare Your Campaign for Remote Voter Contact Workshop,
which teaches campaign leaders and volunteers how to reach
and mobilize voters during a time of restricted in-person
contacts.
Precinct Leadership Workshop, which instructs campaign staff
how to recruit and train volunteers to build strong communityor state-focused campaigns.

Seasoned conservative leaders inspire
America’s students
The decisions leaders make today will have a lasting impact for the
future of America. That’s why conservatives have a moral obligation
to ensure the next generation understands and learns how to uphold
America’s conservative, constitutional, founding principles.

The Leadership Institute has partnered with prominent
conservative leaders to bring a series of national online townhalls to
conservative students. Students ask thoughtful questions of these
seasoned leaders and gain practical wisdom. These events teach
students — America’s future conservative leaders — to stand up
for free speech, promote free market economics, and defend their
principles on college campuses and in their communities.
The Leadership Institute’s townhalls give young conservative
leaders the opportunity to engage directly with high-profile
conservative leaders. They receive teaching and encouragement to
stand up for conservative principles — especially in this time of crisis.

Training for future victories this year —
and beyond
Conservatives must not lose momentum. They must train students,
activists, and leaders to win the crucial elections this fall. As leftists
generate and exploit crises to take over America, conservatives have a
duty to win over the hearts and minds of Americans — and secure our
country’s future.
Through the generosity and loyalty of Leadership Institute donors,
LI has adapted to changing circumstances and creatively provides
cutting-edge training to conservatives across the United States.
Young conservatives get trained how to champion the principles
of freedom and prosperity in their communities. And conservatives
nationwide can achieve crucial victories and emerge from the
election with a mandate to steer our country back toward the U.S.
Constitution.

Emma Rae Phillips at Brown University asked Ann Coulter how to get
her to speak on campus. Ann remarked, “The Leadership Institute is
sponsoring my speeches! I deliver the truth without novocaine.” Not
only do LI donors sponsor Ann’s speeches, but Ann herself graduated
from the Leadership Institute in 1984 — thanks to donor support.

LI’s townhalls in recent weeks featured
these prominent leaders:

NIKKI HALEY

former governor and U.S. Ambassador
Her executive experience as the governor of South Carolina and her
time on the world stage as President Trump’s Ambassador to the U.N.
taught Nikki Haley how to stand up to liberal bullies.
Ambassador Haley emboldened students to never back down from their
conservative beliefs in the face of liberals who want to silence them —
especially on leftist-dominated college campuses. Ambassador Haley
supports the Leadership Institute’s work to expose vicious bias, abuse,
and indoctrination through LI’s campus news website, Campus Reform.

MARCO RUBIO

Campus Reform correspondent and Liberty University student
Addison Smith picked Stephen Moore’s brain. “I’m a big fan of
LI’s programs,” said Mr. Moore. “All the time I run across young
conservatives who are working in the media, on Capitol Hill, in
the Administration, in public relations firms that came through
the Leadership Institute.”

U.S. Senator
Senator Rubio joined Cabot Phillips, LI’s CampusReform.org editorin-chief and a frequent Fox News guest, to discuss the growing
international threat of China and its infiltration into American colleges
and universities through communist “Confucius Institutes” on
campuses.

STEPHEN MOORE

author and economist
Brilliant economist Stephen Moore brought his wisdom to
bear on the good, the bad, and the ugly in the coronavirus stimulus
package passed by Congress. He gave students insight on subjects
that few professors teach honestly — including the effects of bad
economic policy on our nation.

DAN CRENSHAW

U.S. Congressman and Navy SEAL veteran
Leadership Institute graduate and up-and-coming freedom-fighter
Congressman Dan Crenshaw spoke to college students across the
country and bolstered them to stand strong against leftist attacks. He
brought his years of experience as a tough-as-nails Navy SEAL veteran
to his talk — an invigorating speaker for young conservatives.

ANN COULTER
Congressman Crenshaw speaks with Louisiana State University
student Emily Bird. “When I planned my run for elected office,
I sought out the best training possible,” said Congressman
Crenshaw. “Leadership Institute training made all the difference
between victory and defeat for me.”

conservative celebrity and best-selling author
Speaking from her vast experience as a popular target of radical liberals,
Ann Coulter gave a hard-charging talk to students about the state of the
country and what they can do to uphold their conservative beliefs.

With the 2020 elections quickly approaching, the Leadership Institute
pulls out all the stops to prepare candidates for the final stretch in a
compressed campaign season.
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Antifa agitator becomes
The Leadership Institute saves
students from the lies
of the radical left
Friend, as you and I battle the left this year to defend our founding principles, it’s
important to remember the victories that your support of the Leadership Institute
has achieved. Below I have shared a letter from LI’s Student Rights Advocate,
Gabriel Nadales. He’ll tell you how your support of the Leadership Institute changed
the course of his life — from Antifa thuggery to free speech activism. —

Fellow Conservative,
Before I joined the conservative movement, I had a very different past. I was a member of
Antifa.
Antifa is the group whose members put on black masks, pick up baseball bats, and
riot in the streets — all in the name of “social justice” and socialism.
But I decided that life wasn’t for me.
My name is Gabriel Nadales. Today, I am the Student Rights Advocate at the
Leadership Institute and work with our student network to change biased policies
on campus and defend students against leftist harassment. You may have seen me
on Fox News recently talking about Antifa.
I think you’d be interested to know how I left Antifa behind.

How the left brainwashed me
I’ve always believed in free speech and helping “the little guy.”
But Antifa exploited my beliefs. They presented themselves as a “compassionate”
and “inclusive” group who cared about those same principles. What a scam that
was.
I wasn’t even 18 when I first put on the black mask and agitated against “the
system.” For three years I traversed southern California with these radicals. I
was as brainwashed as I could be. I never physically assaulted anyone, but
as a member of Antifa I used bullying tactics to spread their dangerous,
far-left agenda.
I participated in well-known protests like “Occupy Los
Angeles” and orchestrated others for left-wing causes.
Some of these protests in were in front of the
personal homes of CEOs who ran successful
businesses.
We were there to annoy the CEOs’ neighbors.
And if we annoyed them enough, their neighbors

“I wasn’t even 18 when I first put on the black mask
and agitated against ‘the system,’” said Gabriel
Nadales. “I was brainwashed as I could be.”
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liberty lover
would often pressure the CEOs into submission. They’d cave to our
demands.
That’s the way the left works. They can’t win arguments, so they use
bullying tactics and mob rule to force their enemies to do their will.
Nowadays, when conservatives or moderates ask me how much it will
take to appease the mobs, I laugh. Because I know it’ll never be enough
for the left. They’re never satisfied.

The Leadership Institute showed me
the truth of conservatism
I thought Antifa believed in some of the same things I did, but I didn’t
want to be a bully. Antifa revealed themselves as violent, hateful, and
hypocritical.
And I disagreed with Antifa on an especially important principle: I
was a proponent of free speech. They, however, were not.
Antifa said they supported “vulnerable people” — but called for
government to stifle individual rights. Because of my beliefs, I realized
this was wrong.
So I became disillusioned with Antifa’s violent tactics and
inconsistent philosophy about “helping the little guy.” They called for
a large and powerful government, which I knew would stifle individual
liberty and free speech rights for those who disagreed with them.
Then I met someone who changed my life forever. While a student
at Citrus College in California — and still a member of Antifa — I met

As the Student Rights Advocate for the Leadership Institute, Gabriel
visits campuses across America to tell his story — and encourage
young conservatives to defend their principles against radical leftists.

a Leadership Institute campus organizer. He took time to talk with me
about individual freedom and even gave me several books to read.
The book that stood out to me the most was Frédéric Bastiat’s The Law.
Like me, Bastiat was disillusioned with people who would use government
as a tool to oppress others.
I began to reflect upon conservative and liberty-minded philosophy —
and left Antifa in my past.

You equip young conservatives to
stand up to liberal oppressors
Thanks to your support of the Leadership Institute, I became a
determined advocate for conservative, constitutional principles. I learned
how to identify new conservative students on campus. How to organize
them into energetic groups. How to teach them to engage in activism to
show the real conservative message to other students. And how to hold
the left’s feet to the fire when they threaten conservative students.
And then I joined the Leadership Institute’s field program team to help
other students find their voice for liberty and push back against the left.

Gabriel recently appeared on Laura Ingraham’s Fox News program,
The Ingraham Angle, to share his first-hand experience as a former
member of Antifa and now a conservative organizer.

As the Leadership Institute’s Student Rights Advocate, I’ve appeared
16 times on national news networks and have given speeches at 30
campus events to warn Americans — young and old — about the dangers
of Antifa. I’ve spoken to hundreds of students who’ve learned from my
mistakes — and who won’t let the far left indoctrinate them.
If it was not for the work of the Leadership Institute — and your
support — I don’t think I would be where I am today. I might not have
left Antifa or abandoned leftist ideology. And I certainly wouldn’t have
joined the Leadership Institute to help conservative students stand up to
the leftist bullies.
You help shape young Americans as they decide their principles and
beliefs for the rest of their lives. That makes me hopeful for the future of
America — a future that’s conservative, constitutional, and successful.
I am so grateful for what you did in my life. Thank you for helping
the Leadership Institute create champions for conservative principles.
Sincerely,

When visiting campuses, Gabriel (pictured right) draws big crowds of
conservative students hungry for wisdom on how to stand up against
socialist lies.

Gabriel Nadales
Student Rights Advocate
Leadership Institute
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As a son of missionaries to South America, Stan Gordon (pictured as a baby with his parents above) witnessed socialist lies grip the hearts
of Venezuelans — and sadly turn one of the continent’s most prosperous countries into a corrupt, crime-ridden, poverty-stricken failure.
Stan supports the Leadership Institute to make sure conservative principles defeat socialist ideology in America.

Stopping Socialism in

AMERICA

DR. STAN GORDON, A DONOR PROFILE

“The Leadership Institute continues the
founding fathers’ vision to create a nation never
seen before,” said Dr. Stan Gordon, “and never
reproduced in any other part of this planet.”
As an American who grew up in Venezuela,
Stan witnessed how quickly socialism
destroyed a country — and how precious
American freedom is. Stan’s commitment to
keep America the land of the free is the reason
he wholeheartedly supports the Leadership
Institute.

“Yankee, go home!”
Stan Gordon saw first-hand how socialism
corrupted the hearts and minds of people
during the fifteen years he lived in South
America.

The Gordons pressed on to work through
the hostility, but it became too much. Socialist
ideology had taken hold. Stan said, “I couldn’t
understand how my parents were here to help
these people and yet we were being openly
treated with animosity. ‘Yankee, go home!’ we
began to hear.”

The collapse of the richest
country in South America
Stan Gordon watched as socialism turned
South America’s wealthiest country into
a dark place full of crime, corruption, and
poverty. His first-hand experience – seeing
the economic collapse and destruction of
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After he and his family returned to the
United States, Stan attended the University
of Virginia for an undergraduate degree, and
then studied dentistry at the Medical College
of Virginia. He planned to eventually return
to Venezuela and provide healthcare for the
people there. But the situation had worsened.
“It was not a good place to raise a family,”
Stan concluded. Socialist ideology and
anti-American hostility had firmly gripped
Venezuela, making it unsafe for him — or
any American — to live and work there. Stan
instead settled his own family in Florida.

Socialism takes root
where he least
expected it

His parents, both missionaries, opened
three schools in Venezuela and Colombia
to provide education to impoverished
families. But communist propaganda
broadcast from Radio Havana in Cuba
lured Venezuelans away from prosperity.
They turned against free enterprise,
America. . . and the Gordons.
“As a nine-year-old child, I sat there
amazed at the lies broadcast into the
minds of the Venezuelan people,” said
Stan. “The propaganda said America had
operated to exploit and abuse Venezuelans
— that they were victims of the United
States.”

Venezuela — taught him the necessity of a solid
education to withstand the lies of socialism.

Stan never imagined he would see
take root in America the same socialist
ideology that destroyed Venezuela. But
to his horror, he encountered communist
propaganda at what should be the pillars
that uphold American principles: our
country’s colleges and universities.

Today, Venezuelans endure a murderous dictator while
many survive by eating dogs, rats, and even scraps of
food from garbage trucks.

As a graduate of Thomas Jefferson’s
brainchild — the University of Virginia
— Stan supported the university to teach
young Americans about life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. He even returned

to Virginia to live part of the year near the
university after retiring from dentistry in 2013.
“But I became increasingly dismayed at
what I heard and experienced at the University
of Virginia,” Stan recalled. He saw a radical
change from when he studied there in the 1970s.
On a visit to his alma mater, a dean insulted
Stan by favorably quoting Karl Marx. And
he listened as a faculty member called the
American dream “a fantasy.”
That was the last straw.
“I sat there stunned because I have lived
the American dream. And when I look in
the mirror, I don’t see a fantasy. I see a real
individual who appreciates what the University
of Virginia — and America — has meant to
me,” said Stan. “I began to wonder: ‘Why am
I supporting this kind of ideology that’s now
being promoted here?’”

“When I found out about
the Leadership Institute, I
made a change to my will”

Dr. Stan Gordon today

“I could no longer support that kind of
thing which boiled down to truly leftist
indoctrination,” said Stan.
The decision to stop supporting his alma
mater grieved him. But fortunately, that’s when
he found out about the Leadership Institute.
“When I went to tour the Leadership
Institute and to meet Morton Blackwell, I was
struck by the dedication, the professionalism,
the focus,” said Stan. “It just felt good to be
amongst them and to be part of a work that
ultimately is focused on the well-being of the
American people in perpetuity.”
Stan quickly became convinced. He
removed the University of Virginia from his
estate plans and replaced it with the Leadership
Institute.
“We’re dealing with socialism in an insidious
form. So many young Americans today are not
exposed to the dangers of it and not hearing
the reports about how people are treated in
communist countries like China — places where
the abuse is horrendous,” said Stan.

The Leadership Institute
confronts the leftist lies
“The Leadership Institute is focused on
activism on college campuses. They confront
the lies, the disinformation, the distortion, the
perversion of truth, and the poisoning of young
people’s minds,” explained Stan. “They’ve
chosen to take on this task. It’s not an easy
task. It takes courage. It takes strength. It
takes vision.”
Stan Gordon knows he has found an
organization that stands for the same

conservative principles he supports — and
battles socialism so that it won’t destroy
America as it did Venezuela.
“I’m very grateful for Mr. Blackwell
starting the Leadership Institute in 1979,”
said Stan. “He recognized what was going
on at colleges and realized there would be an
ongoing need to grow young Americans into an
informed and educated citizenry.”
Stan has great confidence that the
Leadership Institute will advance the
founding fathers’ work for freedom into the
next generation and beyond. His support
of the Leadership Institute teaches young
conservatives how to pursue the American
dream and protect this country for themselves
and for future generations.
“I’d like to leave the next generation the
same liberties and happiness that I’ve enjoyed
in America. The spark I hope to ignite in
working with the Leadership Institute is to
promote truth and make that shine brighter and
brighter in the citizens of our country.”

A young Stan Gordon
at the University of Virginia
As a graduate of the University of Virginia,
Stan supported the university to teach
young Americans about life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. But he became
increasingly dismayed as he saw a radical
change from when he studied there in the
1970s. On a visit to his alma mater, a dean
insulted Stan by favorably quoting Karl
Marx, and he heard one faculty member call
the American dream “a fantasy.”

Stan Gordon knows he has found in the Leadership Institute an
organization that battles socialism so that it won’t destroy America —
and champions the same conservative principles he supports.
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Help the Leadership Institute and

SAVE MORE ON TAXES
President Trump approves CARES Act for taxpayer relief
You may have the opportunity to save more money on your federal taxes when you give to the Leadership
Institute in 2020. President Trump signed into law the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act,
which gives Americans new deductions to further reduce 2020 taxable income.
l

l

Taxpayers who receive the standard deduction can receive an additional deduction
for charitable donations up to $300 for individuals and $600 for couples.
For individuals who itemize deductions, the cap on deductible charitable
donations changed from 60% to a full 100% of adjusted gross income.
And corporations can now deduct 25%
instead of only 10%.

Each donor’s situation is different.
Please check with your tax advisor to
understand how you can maximize
your tax savings while giving to the
Leadership Institute, a 501(c)3
charitable organization.
Thank you for your support to
train conservatives how to win.

www.LeadershipInstitute.org
(703) 247-2000
Morton C. Blackwell, President
Steven P.J. Wood Building
1101 North Highland Street
Arlington, VA 22201

